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Himeesh madaan course review

Your success is our success fastest way to make your dreams come true is to learn from experts who have already gone this journey. Having grown from scratch to 27+ million followers while building more beautiful revenue streams, we are ready to share with you our secrets that work. Get ideas,
inspiration, resources to grow your career, Business and personal self discuss topics considered taboo such as masturbation, and less talked about topics like mental health, along with videos that induce practical productivity, Him-eesh Madaan has turned the YouTube screen into a coach and viewers'
bedroom into a podium. In this interview, they share their journey from offline to digital, the concept in which they built the YouTube channel that has close to 4.5 million subscribers (to date), and more. Who are we? We are a team of motivators who believe in converting one's potential into their
performance. To achieve this, we constantly strive to reach the widest possible audience through some of the best online and offline sources and focus on pain points that most individuals face. We create and deliver high-quality digital videos and training programs through our YouTube channel, conduct
offline training programs, workshops, publish books, etc. We are actively involved with our audience through social media channels with the central goal of motivating people and adding value to their lives. In a nutshell, we are behavioral trainers/motivational speakers – we are catalysts! Our Journey We
started small by conducting offline training sessions and workshops. Almost immediately we realized that the future is changing rapidly, and then the forms of learning. This was the time when we decided to switch from offline training to digital training. In 2012, we first moved into the digital space, when
internet coverage in India was only about 7%. We started creating training videos and publishing them on YouTube, simplifying the complex training concepts. Took the training online – from the boardrooms and auditoriums to our YouTube channel – and thus enabled people to watch our motivational
videos anytime and anywhere – at their ease and comfort. As internet penetration increased in India, we witnessed an increase in consumption of content based on vernacular and popular media as well. Demand for regional content grew and we modernised ourselves with the changing trend. Our team
made sure we took care of every part of the community and highlight issues that mattered most. Soon we've added about 3.7 million subscribers to our family – with about 10 million views each month! Today we are regularly invited by various companies like NTPC, Bharat Petroleum, PayTM, Sony, IITs,
Medela India, Castrol, Sony, and many more to conduct motivational sessions and empower young people! Read also: Confidence is what your audience intact: Supreet Sidhu, Food Blogger Our family We are a team team 9 members - and we like to call ourselves Mad Squad! We are all equally
committed to what we do, and we do it all with the utmost zeal and enthusiasm. Our members are experienced professionals and experts within their respective domains. Our mission statement It has always been our mission to help and motivate people through all walks of life, especially the young. Our
vision is to create a world free of depression, anger, suicide, hatred and evil. Our efforts are focused on giving young people in the right direction. Do we create content for? Our primary audiences include students, millennials, and young entrepreneurs - typically those aged 18 - 35. We specialize in
creating meaningful and relevant content for Hindi-speaking audiences all over the world – essentially for those who are ready to bring a positive change in their lives! We're working with... We have partnered with countless corporate customers – both domestic and multinational companies. To name
some, our list includes IIT Delhi, NTPC, NDIM, Mahindra Agro, Godrej, HSBC, Llyod Group, DuPont, SAS, IIT Mohali, etc. We are proud. We work very hard to deliver the best quality content to our beloved audience and we are very proud of everything we do! If we have to choose one of our 'best content'
services, we will go with our Study Tips series – something that is loved by our students globally! We conducted extensive research into what our audience needs most, and we learned that effective study is not only an important part of our lives, but also the most challenging run for people – from the
young to their parents. Thus, we worked very hard to come up with smart tips and practices for our students, and as we expected, this was most well liked by our TG too! Our WTF moment During the first days of my training, one of my sessions was scheduled for 2 hours with a famous organization. I was
asked to share the scene with another well-known expert. While I was all pepped up and prepared for my scheduled time, there were last minute changes to the plan. The other speaker did not show up and I had to complete the whole meeting. I delivered an 8-hour long session instead of 2 hours. I
managed to improvise my whole session right away. I had put in a lot of effort and closed the session successfully. To this day, this session has been known as one of my best motivational sessions. Keep an eye on... Stay tuned for some exciting books and videos about the untapped dimensions of life.
Are you hiring? We're looking persistently for people who are passionate about making a difference. We are always eager to expand our family! Comments Developer Information You can also like Similar articles Similar articles Similar videos Popular bundles in Learning's new bundles in Learning Top
Apps &amp; Games 1 Google Pay: A safe &amp; useful way to manage money at 0.0 2 ZOOM Cloud 4.0 3 TikTok 4.6 4 HBO Max: Stream HBO, TV, Film &amp; Mere 3,5 Disney+ 4,5 6 Cash App 4,5 7 Butik: pakke &amp; ordrepakke 3,5 5 Disney+ 4,5 6 Cash App 4,5 7 Butik: pakke &amp; ordrepakke:
ordrepakke: 4.8 8 Walmart Shopping &amp; Grocery Store 4.3 9 WhatsApp Messenger 4.3 10 PayPal Mobile Cash: Send and Request Money Fast 4.7 Top Apps in Education 1 Star Walk 2 Free - Sky Map, Stars &amp; Constellations 4.6 2 SkyView® Lite 4.4 3 Star Tracker - Mobile Sky Map &amp;
Stargazing guide 4.6 4 Stellarium Mobile Free - Star Map 4.6 5 Duolingo: Learn Languages Free 4.6 6 Kahoot! Play &amp; Create Quiz 4.6 7 Star Roam - Track Planet &amp; Constellation, Sky Map 4.0 8 Google Classroom 1.6 9 ABCmouse.com 4.5 10 Simply Piano by JoyTunes 4.5 Description
Contents Course How to grow your business online, but you have no idea where to start? Are you trying to figure out a way to reach more people, or have a bigger impact on the world? Do you want to create Massive Income while creating influence? Then I would like to invite you to join the Community of
passionate and mad people. What will I learn in this program? Build and start a successful Youtube Channel from Zero Get more views and subscribers Will be relaxed, confident and authoritative on camera Create professional videos in low or no budget Add real titles, tags, description to increase range
Create amazing thumbnails for videos Understand and survey analysis of youtube Build a digital brand via video Turn your videos into money making building model Active and Passive income through youtube Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced Tips Insights from 3 channels with combined subscriber
base of 14 million subscriber studios from 8 years experience with solid roadmap Who is this for? Anyone who wants to take advantage of the booming video industry, for example. Youtubers, Influencers, Entertainers, Teachers, Professionals, Marketers, Entrepreneurs. Language? Hinglish (Comfortable
blend of Hindi and English) How will I learn? Online Course - you can watch from mobile, laptop or desktop 50+ Lessons, 14 hours + Content - Updated regularly You can see anytime as per your comfort. You can see it several times. Know Your Trainer: Ham eesh Madaan Famous Motivational Speaker,
Coach and Top Youtuber Subscribers base of 5 million on Youtube 300 million views on Youtube - 500 Videos Author of Book - Be Awesome, Live Awesome Regularly invited to speak on IITs, Josh Talks, Rotary, JCI etc. The customer list includes names such as Paytm, Hero, Sony, ICICI, Mahindra,
TCS, etc. So sign up now and skyrocket your growth speed with this one-stop and 8 step solution. For any questions, feel free to contact us at: - help@seekhegaindia.com, Course PDF Introduction to the Course Links App and Website Tour Support Information Step 1 - Purpose and Niche 1.1 Find Your
Purpose Purpose Sheet 1.2 What is Niche? 1.3 Niche: Interest Interest Sheet Niche Sheet 1.4 Niche: Demand Tools Sheet 1.5 Niche: Profitability 1.6 SWOT Analysis SWOT Sheet Step 2 - Understanding Your Audience 2.1 Avatar Make Your Avatar Sheet 2.2 Timing and Consistency 2.3 Choice of
platform 2.4 Naming Your Channels Bonus - How to Make a YouTube Channel Step 3 - Content 3.1 Meaning Of 3.2 Types of Videos 3.3 Virality Explained 3.4 Ideation: Trust 3.5 Find Ideas 3.6 Idea Sheet 3.7 Content Frameworks 3.8 Science Behind Million 3.9 Content Checklist 3.10 Copyright Claims
&amp; Strikes 3.11 Links &amp; Documents Step 4 - Production 4.1 Camera Confidence Camera Confidence Sheet 4.2 Camera Confidence - 3 Vs Sixcessful Test Sheet 4.3 Camera Trust FAQ 4.4 Make Your Phone a Production House 4.5 Lighting 4.6 Sound 4.7 Editing 4.8 Studio Tour 4.9 Editing
Frequently Asked Questions 4.10 Links &amp; Documents Step 5 - Amplify Your Reach 5.1 Thumbnail &amp; Title - Strategy 5.2 Thumbnail &amp; Title - Design Power Words 5.3 Keywords &amp; Tags 5.4 Optimization Tool 5.5 Description 5.6 Analytics Tour Bonus - YouTube Chapters Feature Step 6 -
Creating A Creating Buzz 6.1 Content Distribution - Introduction 6.2 Owned Media : Part 1 6.3 Owned Media: Part 2 6.4 Paid and Earned Media Step 7 - Building Brand and Community 7.1 Personal Branding 7.2 Collaborations 7.3 Community Building Community Checklist Step 8 - Monetization 8.1
Introduction to Monetization 8.2 IM - Affiliate Marketing 8.3 IM - Ad Revenue 8.4 IM - Books 8.5 IM - Merchandise 8.6 IM - Influencer Marketing Influencer Email Templates My Media Kit 8.7 IM - White Labeling 8.88 IM - E-Commerce 8.9 IM - Dropshipping 8.10 IM - Freelancing 8.11 IM - Subscriptions 8.12
IM - Keynote &amp; Public Speaking My Profile My Business Proposal Sequencing 8.13 IM - Existing Products &amp; Services 8.14 IM - Training &amp; Courses 8.15 Paid Ads 8.16 Funnels Your journey begins my book - Be awesome Live Awesome Live Sessions Live Session 1: How to Find Your
Niche (May 27, 2020) Updates Bonus Video - Camera Confidence Tips After a Successful Purchase, this item will be added to your courses. You can access your courses in the following ways: From computer you can access your courses after successful login For other devices you can access your
library using this web app through the browser on your device. Device.
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